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Two PalletSaws to Romania
This month two PalletSaw type VCH will dispatch for Romania. These pallet sawing machines
will travel 2,000 kilometres, safe in a truck of course. We wish our customer many successful
and cost reducing working hours with his PalletSaws!
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Automatic dismantling
Last year we informed you about the possibilities of automatic sorting. Now you can also see
our solution for automatic dismantling of pallets. It’s the way for fast, save and more
accurately removal of broken parts, with a robot. After dismantling, the pallet can be repaired
directly. Curious how this works? See the next article.
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Cekamon Saws too much for LIGNA
For years you could find us on the LIGNA, the biennial international exhibition for
woodworking and forestry technology in Hanover. Be held from May 6 to 10. But what we
want to show you does not fit on the stand. That’s why we decided not be on the Ligna this
year. At home we have a large private test hall in which you can see and test (almost) all
Cekamon products and systems.
What’s to see / test?
- automatically removing broken pallet parts using a Robot.
- (semi) automatic sorting pallets low and high speeds.
- (Semi) automatically denesting pallets with robot and / or turner.
- Dismantling pallets. Please bring your own pallets to test!

And most important:
You can test the optimal speed in which you can sort and repair your pallets. What speed
would that be for your company? 200, 300, 400 or maybe 500 pallets per hour? Find it out.
As you can see, this is too big for a trade show. Investing in a test hall is a logical solution for
us to provide you with customized advice. You are welcome in our test hall, call or email for
an appointment!
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Alpe d'Huzes
Two further months, then, thousands of brave participants travel to France. They cycle or
walk the Alpe d'Huez, a legendary and mythical mountain. With this action the participants
collect money for cancer research. A disease that affects many people. In 2012 over 8,000
people climbed the mountain and brought up to 32.2 million euros together.
Besides giving money, Cekamon supports this action by telling about this charity. Would you
like to contribute to this action? Look atwww.opgevenisgeenoptie.nl.
About Alpe d'Huez
The Alpe d'Huez is situated in Rhone-Alpes (France). From Bourg d'Oisans to Alpe d'Huez
13.2 km long. Over this distance, bridging the participants in 1071 altimeters. The average
percentage is 8.1%.
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